
Codesysand Telegram(PART1)
We will use an RPI card as a PLC with Codesys

and send a message to a Telegram BOT.
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A PC equipped with codesys software, a rapsberry pi card and a smartphone on which Telegram 
messaging is installed.

you can 
download the 
programs by 
following this 
link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H9sYBQ1-mYji_0TCEuPPy3AOizbTqqYc?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H9sYBQ1-mYji_0TCEuPPy3AOizbTqqYc?usp=sharing


RPI

We will prepare the SD card and install the linux packages 
for using Telegram
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1
the Lite version is sufficient to be used 
with the Codesys software
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Download RPI OS Lite  on https://www.raspberrypi.com/software/operating-systems/
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Under Windows use the cmd console : 

At the C> prompt, type: "echo.>X:\ssh" and hit enter (X is your SD card letter)

Now do whatever it takes to "safely remove" the SD card from the Windows machine. 
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Rufus is a utility for formatting and 
creating bootable drives.

Download PuTTY on https://www.putty.org/
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Use Rufus to install the RPI OS Lite on the SD card.

6 Take the card and boot it on the RPi.

Download Rufus  on https://rufus.ie/

SSH disabled by default. Can be enabled by 
creating a file with name "ssh" in boot partition

SSH mode connection via PUTTY
login = pi
password = raspberry
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RPI pip installation
sudo apt install python3-pip

RPI telepot installation
sudo pip3 install telepot

The standard package manager for Python is pip. It allows you to 
install and manage packages that aren’t part of the Python 
standard library 

Telepot helps you build applications for Telegram Bot API.

! wait a moment, it's quite long to start :(

Let's leave it and come back later :)

A first step towards making our RPI map operational for our purpose.



Codesys

We will prepare Codesys to work with an RPI as a target. 
Also, prepare the target.
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Download the package on https://store.codesys.com/codesys-control-for-raspberry-pi-sl.html
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Install the runtime package 

Under Codesys, install the package with the package manager 

4 Now, you can find your device on the gateway.  You can work !

[ TOOLS]

Note: In demo mode, the software runs for two 
hours without a license. After that, a manual restart 
is required.
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Save and reboot. Your RPI card is operational for what we have to do with Codesys 

Let's leave it and come back later :)

Connect you to RPI with  Putty (SSH)

Edit the configuration file CODESYSControl.cfg to add the 2 lines:

[SysProcess]
Command=AllowAll

To do this, use the command



Telegram

We will configure the BOT (with @BotFather) under 
Telegram that we will use later.
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Enter @Botfather in the search tab and choose this bot. Click “Start” to activate BotFather

bot.

Choose or type the /newbot command and send it.

Choose a name for your bot — your subscribers will see it in the conversation. And choose a 

username for your bot — the bot can be found by its username in searches. The username

must be unique and end with the word “bot.” 

! Each bot is given a unique authentication
token when it is created. 
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you have a smartphone with Telegram 

https://sendpulse.com/knowledge-base/chatbot/manage-user-data#telegram


xxxxxxx

To find out your chat ID, use 
@RawDataBot from Telegram

Your ID is here 
somewhere 
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Token

Your ID
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Let's leave it and come back later :)

Testing the BOT with the API Telegram from a web browser.

Cool, your BOT is operational for our need 



Program Python

We will deploy a python program on the RPI to send 
a message to our BOT. It will then be called from a 

Codesys application.
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1

sudo nano send.py2

SSH mode connection via PUTTY
login = pi
password = raspberry

edit the following text and save it!

3 sudo chmod +755 send.py

4 python send.py
you must get this result

Let's leave it and come back later :)Yes, we are not far from the goal 



Program Codesys

Finally, we will edit the Codesys program for RPI 
which will use send.py. It's almost done!
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Telegram1 
project tree.  

The 2 elements (ihm, sendMsg) are 
detailed below.
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bistable push button, linked to the xExecuteSysP variable of the sendMsg
program
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If the variable xExecuteSysP is true, execution of the python /home/pi/send.py command on the host system (RPI).

press the button, you send a 
message to your bot 
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Use a library to exploit the Telegram bot API

https://store.codesys.com/en/iiot-libraries-sl.html : 

The software package “IIoT Libraries SL”   includes a library with function blocks for communicating with a 
web server via HTTP or HTTPS.

All queries to the Telegram Bot API must be served over HTTPS and need to be presented in this form: 
https://api.telegram.org/bot<token>/METHOD_NAME.

logically, usable with any PLC

Next step, coming soon 

OPC UA 

Operating OPC UA with the raspberry PI card. This is another way to explore.


